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Sitting-in
for
solidarity

Kenyon raises plights of
Mizzou, Yale students.
HENRI GENDREAU | EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

They sat for an hour. Some looked
straight ahead. Some held signs reading
“Protect Black Students” and “We Stand
with Mizzou.”
Roughly a hundred students, faculty and administrators staged a sit-in
Wednesday at Peirce Hall, following a sitin Monday and campus-wide discussions
over the weekend about racial intolerance
and insensitivity at the University of Missouri, Yale University and other schools.
“We really wanted the whole campus
to join us,” said Tomas Grant ’16, president of the Black Student Union (BSU),
which organized Wednesday’s sit-in. “We
got who we got and that said a lot.”
President Sean Decatur and Professor
of English Ted Mason, also the associate
provost for diversity, equity and inclusion, sat on the Peirce atrium floor Monday with students, after they moderated
a forum Sunday. Decatur said later he
wanted “to have a chance to listen to what
students are thinking here on campus” in
response to events at other colleges.
The forum, sit-ins and a Project for
Open Voices (POV) discussion Saturday
were prompted by recent student protests against administrative inaction at
the University of Missouri, which led to
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Charlotte Benz ’17, Channa Childs ’19, Hannah Laub ’16 and Wanufi Teshome ’16 were among a hundred-some people who participated in a
sit-in Wednesday in Peirce. A sit-in Monday and forums over the weekend sought to bring awareness to racial intolerance on other campuses.
its president’s resignation. At Yale University, a fraternity was accused of hosting a
party for “white girls only,” and students
protested a faculty member’s open letter
encouraging students to wear any kind of
Halloween costumes, even if some would
find them racially or culturally insensitive. With the recent forums and sit-ins,
Kenyon joined other colleges across the
country in raising awareness of racial intolerance.
In a campus-wide email, the BSU described Wednesday’s sit-in as “an expression of solidarity but also as a body displaying the necessity for there to be safe

“

What are things that are on your mind about Kenyon that we
should be more proactive in addressing?”
Sean Decatur, president

and inclusive environments for marginalized students to exist at institutions of
higher learning.”
Decatur’s forum, which packed the
center of Peirce Pub, focused on what
concrete actions students and the administration could take: “What are things that

are on your mind about Kenyon that we
should be more proactive in addressing?”
he asked.
Much of the start of the forum centered on how Kenyon could diversify its
curricula.
“In my women’s and gender page 2

John Green ’00 signs on to speak In France, students
react to Paris attacks
MAYA KAUFMAN
NEWS EDITOR

Students won’t have to look
for Alaska anymore. Author
John Green ’00 is returning
to the Hill to deliver the 2016
Commencement address.
“I am excited and terrified in equal measure,” Green
wrote in a statement to the
College. “It’s a great honor
to be invited to speak, given
that it took me more than four
years to graduate from Kenyon. This was not a future
I imagined at my own commencement.”
He also tweeted that he was
“excited/grateful/terrified”
about being named speaker.
Green, who double-ma-

INSIDE THIS
ISSUE

P.4

BILL GARDNER | NEWS ASSISTANT
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John Green signs the Matriculation Book during a 2014 campus visit.
jored in English and religious
studies at Kenyon, is known
for his young adult novels such
as The Fault in Our Stars and
Looking for Alaska. In 2011,
A look at Peircegiving
by the numbers

he and his brother, Hank,
launched Crash Course, a series of educational videos on
YouTube. The two have an extensive YouTube fol- page 4
Students take tattooing
P.6 into their own hands

Julia Plottel ’17 was sitting in her Paris house on Friday
night waiting to go out with some friends when she noticed
several missed calls on her cellphone. After receiving texts
from her parents asking if she was all right, she saw a BBC
News headline pop up on her screen: “Terror Attacks in Paris.”
“At first it was just a few injured, and then it was eight injured, and then it was 18, and then it was like, people are being held hostage, and then it was like over a hundred people
are dead,” Plottel said. “Just to watch that progression of violence was surreal.”
The Friday terror attacks in Paris, for which the Islamic
State claimed responsibility, left 129 people dead. As soon
as she heard about the attacks, Marne Ausec, director of the
Center for Global Engagement, said she reached out to Plottel
and Gala Patenkovic ’17, who is also studying abroad page 3
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One Collegian writer
takes a ride on GoBus

WWW.KENYONCOLLEGIAN.COM

Lords’ soccer heads
P.15 to sweet 16
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NEWS
EDITORS: MAYA KAUFMAN
AND ALEX PIJANOWSKI

Anya Schulman ’17 on studying in Europe in the wake of the Paris attacks:
I wouldn’t shy away from coming here, because,
[cliché] as it sounds, there’s danger everywhere. It’s
absolutely more palpable here, it is scary on a daily
basis. I’m not going to pretend it isn’t like that. If you
have the luxury of being in a program where your
safety is their priority, and you’re going to have an

Brief
NCAA banners go missing from Mavec Field
On Sunday, Lords soccer won its second-round National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) tournament match in penalty kicks against the University
of Chicago. Some time later, the official NCAA signs disappeared from the field.
Justin Newell, director of the Kenyon Athletic Center, said when he went
down to Mavec Field on Wednesday to make sure that none of the signs had
been disturbed by heavy winds, he discovered all eight signs had gone missing. After contacting Grounds Manager Steven Vaden to make sure the Maintenance Department had not moved any of the materials to avoid damage, Newell
sent an email Wednesday notifying the campus of the situation. In that email,
Newell stressed that his priority was recovering the signs in time for the NCAA
tournament’s third-round matches taking place in Gambier this weekend.
“The NCAA does not replace the banners,” Newell wrote. “At this point we
will accept them back without any repercussions. We ask only that you return
them by tomorrow (Thursday) and assist us in placing the banners back up on
the stadium.”
At the time of the theft, two banners were not in use.
Newell said that, though the missing banners will not delay Kenyon’s Friday
game against Tufts University (Medford, Mass.), their absence will affect the
event’s atmosphere.
“The game will go on,” Newell told the Collegian. “It’s not essential that the
signage will be there. It’s more for the student-athlete experience.”
Should Kenyon be a future host site of NCAA tournament games, Newell
said it will have to transfer any NCAA signage to a secure location in between
competition weekends to prevent future thefts.
“It’s more work, it’s more cumbersome,” Newell said of the prospect of keeping the signage under lock and key.
Neither Vaden nor Director of Campus Safety Bob Hooper could be reached
for comment.
— Alex Pijanowski

Village Record
Nov. 11 — Nov. 17

Nov. 13, 3:01 p.m. — Student reported their lost K-Card incurred multiple charges at 		
multiple locations without authorization. Knox County Sheriff’s Office (KCSO) took report
and is investigating.
Nov. 14, 12:44 a.m. — Phallic symbols drawn on hallway wall in Leonard Residence Hall.
Nov. 14, 10:31 p.m. — Intoxicated student at Peirce Hall. Safety responded and transported
to residence. No other action required.
Nov. 14, 11:04 p.m. — Student with nosebleed with difficulty stopping it at McBride Residence Hall. Elevated blood pressure. Squad called for assessment.
Nov. 14, 11:51 p.m. — Fire extinguisher activated without necessity at Farr Residence Hall.
Extinguisher found in garbage can. Safety brought extinguisher to Office of Campus Safety
and requested replacement from Maintenance.
Nov. 15, 12:19 a.m. — Intoxicated student at Leonard Residence Hall. Safety responded.
Nov. 15, 2:20 a.m. — Three aluminum poles shoved in ceiling at Gund Commons. Safety
removed poles. Slight damage done to ceiling tiles.
Nov. 15, 1:31 p.m. — Fire alarm sounded due to burned food at North Campus Apartments.
No smoke. No fire. Alarm reset.
Nov. 15, 4:25 p.m. — Student received injuries from bicycle accident at Hanna Residence
Hall. Safety tended to minor wounds.
Nov. 16, 2:12 p.m. — Student reported damage to vehicle at Sparrow House lot.
Nov. 17, 1:52 a.m. — Safety responded to an ill student on request from nurse practitioner on
call at Watson Residence Hall.

CORRECTIONS
“Lords football falls to Wittenberg in Senior Day game” (Nov. 12) included a
caption for a photograph that suggested a game against The College of Wooster was
the Senior Day Game. In fact, the Wooster game was earlier in the season.
“High fees, limited hours” (Nov. 12) gave Hank Toutain’s job title as “dean of
student affairs.” Toutain is dean of students.
“Parish House is home to more than just Friday Café” (Nov. 12) wrongly gave
the price of reserving the Parish House as $15/day. Student organizations may reserve the house at a cost of $20 for a half day or $40 for a full day. Additionally, the
article implied that Friday Café is run by Harcourt Parish and the proceeds go to
the upkeep of the house. Friday Café is run by Klein/Turgeon Catering, which pays
the reservation fee and does not host the cafe as a parish fundraiser.
The Collegian regrets these errors.

experience that’s entirely unique in your ability to
travel and encounter people, I think the most drastic thing you should do right now is reevaluate your
choices for studying abroad based on what our
government is suggesting … but I don’t think people
shouldn’t come abroad because of this.

Sit-ins fill up Peirce atrium

HENRI GENDREAU | COLLEGIAN

Students staged sit-ins at Peirce Hall on Monday and Wednesday, above, during Peircegiving.
Continued from Page 1

studies class, students of color are the
only ones mentioning non-white authors,” Michaela Jenkins ’19 said during
the discussion. “To me, this is my classroom. If I don’t see myself in it, that’s a
waste of my money.”
When a student asked whether the
administration could require professors
to diversify the authors and artists represented in their courses, Mason noted an explicit administrative directive
would infringe on professors’ academic
freedom.
Decatur said he wanted the discussion to result in concrete solutions.
“Discussion is a great place to start;
you have to get the issues out there,”
Decatur said. “But if we just talk about
things then we’ll talk about them forever
and nothing will happen from it. Eventually, we should be getting to a point
where we’ve got some concrete sense of,
‘Here are some thoughts and ideas about
what we can do to make campus better’
and then actually do them.”
Some students suggested holding
a teach-in about multiculturalism, or
mandated cultural sensitivity training
for all members of student organizations.
Decatur joined more than 30 students Saturday at a forum held by POV,
a coalition that seeks to promote diverse
student narratives. While personal narratives were not central to this particular discussion, attendees discussed how
to address racial intolerance and promote dialogue about race.
Several students voiced opposition to
Kenyon’s “political correctness,” saying
it was “poisonous” and prevented people from engaging with others from different backgrounds because they were
“afraid of their words being misconstrued,” Dani De Andrade ’19 said. Others questioned how to create dialogue
among students who were disinterested
in talking about race.
Sonia Prabhu ’16, a POV member,
presented a message that was posted on
the anonymous social media app Yik

Yak that read, “Forget Mizzou. I stand
with Paris against a legitimate threat
that actually matters,” pointing to the
lack of face-to-face dialogue addressing
racial intolerance.
After the discussion, Brandonlee
Cruz ’19, president of the Council for
Diversity and Social Justice (CDSJ), told
the Collegian the conversation was a
good starting point but that there needs
to be even more opportunities for dialogue.
“Kenyon does not have any safe spaces for people of color,” Cruz said. “We
go into the world and we have to talk
about our race all the time and then
there should be designated spaces for us
to unwind and not have to think about
that. We need to stop pushing Kenyon to
be a safe space as a whole; we need designated safe spaces.”
After Wednesday’s sit-in, BSU held a
recap in Peirce Lounge, where participants ref lected on the experience. Some
said the sit-in made them think about
the plights of students at other colleges. Some expressed discomfort at seeing
classmates who passed by hastily or took
more interest in the dessert offerings for
Peircegiving than in the students sitting
on the f loor.
De Andrade said he was encouraged
when a woman who worked for AVI
Foodsystems handed him a small cross
with the phrase “faith moves mountains” on it.
“The cross was just such a good way
of giving support,” he said.
Grant, BSU president, closed by expressing thanks to the students, faculty and administrators who proved that
“the burden is not held just by us students of color.”
“To know that you guys came out
and showed your support really touched
me,” Grant said.
BSU is holding a vigil tonight at 7
on the steps of Rosse Hall in memory
of Tamir Rice, a 12-year-old AfricanAmerican shot by police in Cleveland
last year while carrying a toy gun.
Emily Birnbaum and Rachel Mitchell
contributed reporting.
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INK members hope to increase awareness of native issues

On Tuesday, members of INK shared their stories in an event honoring and promoting Native American Heritage Month.
LAUREN ELLER
NEWS ASSISTANT

On a campus noticeably
lacking in indigenous students
and awareness of their cultures,
according to Emma Schurink
’17, one student organization is
seeking to change the conversation.
Indigenous Nations at Kenyon (INK) formed in 2014 to
increase awareness about indigenous populations and issues
on campus. On Tuesday, three
of its members gave a presentation, “Our Experiences in
Native Communities,” as part
of Native American Heritage
Month to share their stories of
living and working with native
populations. Approximately 40
students, professors and community members attended the
panel.
During the talk, Hannah
Ewing ’16 spoke about her interest in rural health care, something she said is an especially
important concern for native
populations, as many live in rural areas. Ewing also discussed
her experiences in health clinics
that serve both native and nonnative individuals in California
and Montana. In these settings,
she learned a great deal about
the difference between urban
and rural medicine. For Emma

SONIA PRABHU | COLLEGIAN

Hannah Ewing ’16, Emma Schurink ’17 and Manny Loley ’16 spoke about their experiences living and working in
native communities during a Common Hour talk on Tuesday, part of Native American Heritage Month.
Schurink ’17, who has spent her
recent summers at Camp Leslie
Marrowbone working with Lakota Sioux from the Cheyenne
River Reservation, her experience has been all about building relationships with the children she has met. Manny Loley
’16 discussed his experience as
a native student and his transi-

tion from living in the Navajo
Nation in New Mexico prior to
his arrival at Kenyon to life on
the Hill.
“When I first came to Kenyon, it was a very isolating experience because nobody could
really identify with my values
or what I believed in or my experiences,” Loley said. “So INK

kind of serves as the impetus for
pushing Kenyon to actively recruit native students and to actually think about native studies in higher education.” He
founded INK when he came to
Kenyon.
Loley said a representative
from the Office of Admissions
visited boarding schools geared

toward native students last year
in New Mexico, and that Admissions is giving more attention to rural areas where many
native students reside. Though
admissions is actively recruiting
in these populations more now
than in the past, Schurink said
there remains a lack of indigenous presence on campus.
“I think that we definitely are
lacking,” Schurink said. “But
Manny has really made a big
step by starting Indigenous Nations at Kenyon ... and I think
we’re slowly getting our voice
out there, and hopefully this
talk will have a bigger impact
than we have [had] in the past.”
One of INK’s goals is the
creation of a Native American
studies concentration at Kenyon. This semester the College
offered two classes that focus on
Native American topics, and as
far as the advent of a concentration goes, “it’s only been a conversation” so far, Loley said.
Native American Heritage
Month continues through the
end of November. Today at 4:15
p.m., INK is screening a video associated with the Pueblo
Food Experience, a movement
in which native peoples volunteer to eat only foods native to
their regions, in the Community Foundation Theater in the
Gund Gallery.

Students abroad safe in Paris Villagers voice concern over
Middle Path patio plan
Continued from Page 1

in Paris this semester, via email to ensure their safety. Ausec said she also
received emails from two students
who were visiting Paris at the time —
Anya Schulman ’17 and Kelsey Overbey ’17 — as well as from Thais Henriques ’17, who is studying in Nice,
and Lucy Vincent ’17, who is studying
in Montpellier; all confirmed their
safety.
Schulman, who is studying abroad
in London but was visiting Paris for
the weekend, said she spent the majority of her time in Paris on lockdown. When Schulman first heard
of the attacks, she was traveling with
a friend to the Paris Opera House,
which is about 12 minutes away by
car from the site of a drive-by shooting attack.
Schulman immediately began
planning her return to England, uncertain when the borders would open
again after François Hollande, president of France, declared a state of
emergency on Friday that shut them
down. Schulman left Paris Saturday
night, though she was planning to
stay through Monday morning.
“In terms of altering my cultural
consciousness, this by far has been
the experience with the greatest magnitude and impact on my thinking,”
Schulman said in a Skype call. “I’ve
been asked if I want to go home — I
don’t.”
Matthew Eley ’15 lives in La Roche-

sur-Yon, a French town about three
hours west of Paris.
“I was in Paris not three weeks ago
and I found the city to be remarkably
at ease,” Eley said. “One could not
have imagined the events of last week
unfolding.”
Eley was not immediately aware
of the attacks as they happened, he
said, because he was not using the Internet that night. However, it did not
take long for the aftershock of grief
to spread.
“I have an acquaintance here whose
friend’s father was killed in the attacks, and this was a somber and sobering reminder of the reality of last
weekend’s massacre,” Eley said. “Even
in La Roche, the pains of Paris were
and are felt keenly.”
Plottel, who was supposed to f ly
back to the U.S. for a family party, is
now uncertain of her travel plans after
two Paris f lights have been grounded
since Friday due to bomb threats.
“You want to keep living your life
as you normally do,” Plottel said. “But
at the same time, you want to be cautious and just be aware about what’s
going on around you.”
Plottel said people in France have
been resilient in the wake of the tragedy.
“You can tell that they’re really
fighting back,” she said. “And they’re
not letting it inhibit their daily movements, their daily lives.”
Alex Pijanowski and Grace Richards contributed reporting.

MAYA KAUFMAN
NEWS EDITOR

About 30 people gathered in the Community Foundation Theater in Gund Gallery on Tuesday evening for a Town Hall
meeting to review plans for the third phase
of the Middle Path restoration. Phase III
consists of the portion of Middle Path
north of the Gates of Hell and south of
Brooklyn Street.
Mark Kohlman, chief business officer,
led the meeting.
Kohlman discussed plans to make Middle Path more accessible, correct flooding
issues at the artery paths just north of the
Gates of Hell and add garden plots and
seating nooks along the Path. The College
also plans to add more vendor-friendly
spaces to the areas of the path where vendors tend to sell goods, so food trucks may
more easily park there.
The section of Scott Lane between Gaskin Avenue and Chase Avenue — in between the Kenyon Bookstore and post office — is slated to become a terrace. The
change will result in the loss of four parking
spots. The College conducted a pair of traffic studies in October to count the number
of cars that used the turnaround and drove
on Gaskin and Chase Avenues per day.
Gambier residents voiced concerns
that the two portions of the traffic study
were not held concurrently, and that traffic through the turnaround was measured
over fall break, a time of decreased traffic
through the Village. The plan to close the

turnaround drew some opposition during
the forum.
One audience member reiterated several
times that closing this portion of the road
was a bad idea and called its elimination a
“very student-centric design.”
Another audience member, who identified herself as a Village resident not associated with Kenyon, said in response that
she viewed the addition of the terrace as an
improvement.
Village Council will have no say over
the plans if the Planning and Zoning Commission approves them, according to Liz
Forman ’73, a Village Council member and
former College administrator. The commission has to approve changes to Middle
Path, which is owned by the College.
Kohlman said the cut-through is not an
approved easement for the road and is not
on any map, Village ordinance or easement
documents showing a road there. Forman said she thought there were no easement documents for any road in downtown
Gambier, but Kohlman said there were for
Gaskin and Chase Avenues. Forman said
Tom Stamp, College historian, and Gambier mayor-elect Kachen Kimmell told her
this information, which led to a disagreement between Forman and Kimmell. Kimmell claimed she had been misquoted.
Other audience members were concerned with trees being cut down and what
species of trees would be replanted.
Kohlman did not indicate there would
be any follow-up meetings at the end of the
forum.
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AVI runs out of turkey as students flock to Peircegiving
Peircegiving by the numbers

45

free-range turkeys
from the Kenyon Farm

12 gallons
of turkey gravy

vs.

2,500
bread rolls

6 gallons

900 slices

of vegetarian gravy
CORA MARKOWITZ | COLLEGIAN

MAYA KAUFMAN | NEWS EDITOR

This year’s Peircegiving marked a much larger feast than AVI workers
had anticipated.
Forty-five minutes into the annual Peircegiving meal, AVI had already
served 1,000 people. They ran out of the 45 Kenyon Farm turkeys purchased for the meal, causing AVI to bring out ham and more turkey they
had on hand, according to Kim Novak, resident director for AVI. About
2,000 people attended Peircegiving; Novak said 1,700 is the norm.
As for future Peircegivings, Novak plans to allot five to 10 more turkeys to the meal. She also suggested having a band play at next year’s
festivities.

15 lbs

of Lanning’s Foods
whipped butter

450 lbs

of pumpkin pie

of locally sourced potatoes

Looking for Green? Find him at Commencement 2016
Continued from Page 1

-lowing, where they’re known as
the VlogBrothers and their followers as nerdfighters. In 2007,
the brothers also created Project
for Awesome, a fundraising and
advocacy project that aims to “decrease the overall level of world
suck.”
Decatur said Green was a great
pick for commencement speaker.
“The excellent writing and literary career that John Green has
had is very impressive,” Decatur said. “It’s almost equally as
important as the work that he’s
been doing along with his brother
on education and advocacy. … I
think that work in many ways
actually stands on par with his
writing achievements in terms of
something worthy of honoring.”
Trevor Kirby ’16, head of
the senior class committee, announced Green’s selection Saturday evening at the annual Senior
Soirée. The news garnered mixed
reactions.
Lauren Bittrich ’16, an English major with a creative writing
concentration and a minor in religious studies, said she was “ecstatic” about the selection.
“The great thing with John
Green being our commencement
speaker is that this school has
such a literary tradition, whether we want to acknowledge it or
not,” Bittrich said. “I know a lot
of people here who chose to come
to Kenyon, or at least were drawn
to Kenyon, knowing that John
Green came here.”

Noah Williams ’16, an English
major and studio art minor, was
less enthusiastic.
“Initially I was a little disappointed,” Williams said. “I found
myself hoping that we could get
someone from outside of Kenyon,
because I think the perspective
that comes with that is important.
… I think John Green is just another reinforcement that Kenyon
is a writing school, and I don’t
think we should reinforce that.”
Williams added that it was still
“monumental” to have Green as a
commencement speaker and emphasized the many other roles he
plays besides that of a writer.
Traditionally, the commencement speaker is selected by the
from a list of candidates nominated by members of the Kenyon
community, narrowed down by
the Honorary Degree Committee, and approved by the president. The committee is led by the
chair of the faculty and consists
of three faculty members, three
students (generally two juniors
and one sophomore) and liaisons
from the Office of Development,
the Office of the President and entities such as The Kenyon Review
and the Center for the Study of
American Democracy. Nominees
must also receive approval from
the College’s board of trustees, according to James Keller, associate
professor of chemistry and chair
of the faculty when Green was selected last year as speaker.
Keller, who is currently on
sabbatical, wrote in an email to
the Collegian that the commit-

COURTESY OF MARINA WATERS

John Green ’00 is a well-known young adult author, activist and YouTuber who will return to Kenyon in May.

“

John Green has always remembered Kenyon gratefully. ... I’ll be pleased to see
him on stage and expect to feel a twinge of almost parental pride.”

P.F. Kluge ’64, writer-in-residence

tee’s deliberations and the list of
names sent to the president are
kept confidential. He said invitations are sometimes turned
down, and other nominees who
do not receive an invitation may
be invited in the future.
Sarah Adrianowycz ’16, a
member of the committee, said
the body considered Green a good
fit for commencement speaker
because he was an alumnus of
the College rather than simply a
relative of a student. Green also

attracts many prospective students and has “really embraced
that link with the College,” Adrianowycz said.
P.F. Kluge ’64, Kenyon’s writer-in-residence and a Collegian
advisor, said seeing his former
student deliver the commencement speech will be a privilege.
“John Green has always remembered Kenyon gratefully,
and Kenyon has even more reason to remember John Green in
the same way,” Kluge wrote in

an email from Malaysia. “I’ll be
pleased to see him on stage at
commencement and expect to
feel a twinge of almost parental
pride.”
The last Kenyon alum to speak
at commencement was Aileen
Hefferren ’88, chief executive of
the education nonprofit Prep for
Prep and a College trustee, in
2012.
The College’s 188th commencement ceremony is Saturday, May 21, 2016.
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Gender inequalities in Greek housing spark controversy
NATHANIEL SHAHAN
FEATURES EDITOR

Symbols of Kenyon’s historic, allmale fraternities are omnipresent in
South Quad residence halls.
Hanna, Leonard and Old Kenyon
bear such Greek identifiers as letters
welded to doors and crests painted
on hallway and lounge walls. Now, a
new Greek Council committee dedicated to addressing gender equality
issues in Kenyon’s Greek life system
plans to examine housing disparities
between fraternities and sororities.
This year, each of the three sororities in division housing has eight
beds, while the lowest number of
beds out of the six fraternities with
division is 10, in Delta Phi’s (DPhi)
division in Hanna.
A Campus Senate division housing statute requires that 75-percent
of an organization’s members live in
division housing, “as space permits.”
Laura Kane, director of student
activities and Greek life, said sororities cannot realistically meet that
threshold due to the lack of beds.
Since the division housing statute
was approved in 2010, the 75-percent threshold is no longer realistic
for some fraternities that have since
expanded, according to Lisa Train,
associate director for Housing and
Residential Life.
Lindsay Stoner ’18, a sister of

5

“

We want to be conscious of the fact that south is
kind of packed with division right now, and we can’t
just keep putting all division down south because
independents ... also have the ability to live there.”
Lisa Train, associate director for Housing and Residential Life

Theta Delta Phi (Thetas), is spearheading the process as head of the
gender equality committee. Stoner
declined to comment for this article,
citing the preliminary nature of the
initiative.
In 2009, Kenyon sororities submitted a proposal to the Housing
and Dining Committee to convert
their theme housing into division
housing, citing the gender inequality
of such housing. This led to a review
of division housing that ultimately
granted division to sororities as well
as College Township Fire Department employees and substance-free
Wellness residents, according to
Tacci Smith, associate dean of students.
The next year the Psi Upsilon
(Psi U) fraternity had their division housing in Leonard revoked
for disciplinary reasons. Sororities
were granted use of the former Psi
U division housing and several independent rooms, all in Leonard. The
Psi U lounge in north Leonard was
also dubbed the “sorority lounge” for
shared use by the groups.

Greek Council President Greta
Greising ’16 would like to see North
Campus Apartments made available to the sororities so they can have
their own common spaces. The fraternity lounges are available for public use but given their historically
fraternal affiliation and names, “we
don’t feel that it’s our space to use,”
Greising said.
The NCAs would provide sororities with more housing space and
could be granted in addition to existing division housing in Leonard, according to Dalin Frantz ’18, a committee member and brother of Phi
Kappa Tau (Phi Taus).
Daisy VanDenburgh ’16, a sister
of Epsilon Delta Mu (EDM), believes
the traditionally smaller size of sororities and her own sorority’s past
difficulty filling rooms in division
limit the need to make changes to
division housing.
If sororities do gain more housing, it would have to be on north
campus, according to Kane.
“South is kind of packed with division right now, and we can’t just
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Delta Tau Delta fraternity has 12 division housing beds in Leonard Hall.
keep putting all division down south
because independents, people that
aren’t in division housing, also have
the ability to live down there,” Train
said.
VanDenburgh would like to see
future construction projects include
lounge space for sororities, though
she does not see NCA housing as a
solution to the lounge issue, as NCA
common spaces are smaller than
current fraternity lounges.
Non-affiliated student Yara Alnouri ’18 said dispersing Greek
housing would better integrate these

students within the Kenyon community. She believes, in general, that
Kenyon should support more community housing on campus.
Proposals for changes to division
housing must be reviewed by the division housing board and Campus
Senate. There is, however, currently
no timeline for when the discussion
will become an actual proposal. Before any decision is made, however,
Train wants a wider discussion, including input from students, the administration, alumni and national
Greek organizations.

ON THE RECORD
RICHARD K. MAVIS

MAYOR OF MOUNT VERNON
EMILY BIRNBAUM
STAFF WRITER

Democratic Mayor Richard K. Mavis
has led the city of Mount Vernon for nearly two decades, having first taken office in
1996. Earlier this month, he defeated Republican challenger Matt Starr to earn another four-year mayoral term.
What are your plans and priorities for
Mount Vernon with your reelection?
On the short term, we have a couple of
projects that we would like to see finished,
including finishing up the downtown connector bike trails, the Mount Vernon Avenue bridge replacement and getting traffic
in and around the city of Mount Vernon.
In terms of parks, we have added about
150 acres of park ground with Ariel-Foundation Park, and we have a good relationship with the conservancy to make that
park more usable and get promotion for
it. We hope to have a variety of activities,
not only for the local people, but for people
coming in.
How do you feel about the College
expanding into Mount Vernon with the
Buckeye Candy Building?
Kenyon is going to be a big part of creating the climate I previously mentioned.
Sean Decatur has opened some doors
that were not fully opened before. He has
brought more of a Kenyon presence into
a variety of activities in the city, as far as

social activities or business activities. I think
Kenyon made a very important move — not
only have they come into the city, but they’ve
recognized a historic building in our community in the central business district. As
they put together the future of the program,
the employment of [Director of Community
Engagement] Jennifer Odenweller, who has
a high-profile image within our community,
was a good move. I think Sean Decatur gets
credit for this. He recognized, if Kenyon’s
going to have a bigger and larger presence
in the city of Mount Vernon, we’re going to
need someone to lead that.
What do you feel are the greatest
strengths of the relationship between
Mount Vernon and Kenyon? What do you
feel are the greatest weaknesses?
Kenyon has always offered opportunities
to us on campus. Getting Kenyon to Mount
Vernon has not been as recognizable. Having the facility here, I think, will bring more
opportunities for us to realize and embrace
opportunities that a student presence could
bring to the city. One thing that Kenyon does
now is they encourage students from their
campus to get involved in the local community. Prior to this, years ago, basically
kids went to a campus away from home and
didn’t get involved in other things besides
the social aspects such as restaurants, bars,
movies. It’s to our advantage now to look at
additional students that will be coming in
and discovering Mount Vernon beyond just
these things.

What have you done during your time
in office that has helped strengthen the relationship between Mount Vernon and Kenyon?
We’ve brought Kenyon in on the development of Ariel-Foundation Park and trying
to identify areas where we can have students
and faculty working there. We also want
students and faculty to work in partnership
with the parks department. The other thing
that many people don’t realize has been going on is the number of students that come
to Mount Vernon to volunteer in various
programs and agencies that we have here.
Whether it’s the senior citizen program,
whether it’s the youth program, Kenyon as
well as [Mount Vernon Nazarene University] students have been participating in those
programs for a number of years. I don’t
think, as a community, we acknowledge and
recognize that in a public way. From my perspective, we’ve taken advantage of that benefit without recognizing them publicly.
Going forward, what are the ways you
feel like Kenyon students can be more of a
support to Mount Vernon?
In a sense, we’re a smaller version of what
you might see in larger cities. We have issues
with the homeless, we have issues with getting transportation to them, we have issues
with getting hot meals. We have a hot meal
program through our churches. We have a
senior citizen program. We have the youth
programs. Kenyon students can have a very
positive impact on all of these programs,

COURTESY OF RICHARD MAVIS

whether it be youth, seniors, homeless, Interchurch Social Services, Salvation Army. All
of those programs are continually looking
for people to do a variety of things. In some
cases, Kenyon students can just sit down
with people and talk with them. In my experience with Kenyon students, many of them
have the innate ability to sit down and have
good communication even though they’re
communicating with people who may have
a very different background. Everybody
knows where Gambier is. But I think the
majority of the population will have an exposure to Kenyon College that they have not
previously had. That spells positive activity.
This interview has been edited for length
and clarity.
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ONE-SENTENCE
BOOK REVIEW

A+E

“Science and poetry meet in Anna George Meek’s The Genome
Rhapsodies: the alphabetic ACGT of language combines with
inheritances of family, memory and disease as the poet explores ‘derivations of grief’ through her elegiac love for a father
losing language and life to Alzheimer’s, and as she playfully
investigates the recombinant ‘scaffolding’ of consciousness.” —
Professor of English Adele Davidson

EDITORS: BAILEY BLAKER
and ELANA SPIVACK

On pins and needles

Getting a tattoo can be a rite of passage for young adults. With penchants for creativity and
tight wallets, some Kenyon students are taking body art into their own hands.
TYLER RASO
STAFF WRITER

When it comes to getting tattoos,
many feel restricted to expensive parlors. There is an alternative, however,
that requires only a do-it-yourself attitude, about $20 for materials and a tolerance for pain. A subset of Kenyon tattoo
enthusiasts enjoys using the stick-andpoke technique, a cost-effective method
students can practice in their own dorm
rooms.
Stick-and-poke can considered a form
of skin pointillism — the puncturing of
the epidermis with an ink-tipped sewing
or tattoo needle — and is most certainly
not for the faint of heart. A few Kenyon
students swear by it, such as Margaret
Athol ’19 and Kyla Spencer ’18, who have
both given themselves stick-and-poke
tattoos. They use stick-and-poke to take
additional ownership of their bodies and
the art that adorns them.
“I see tattoos and body art as something you do for yourself, and so doing
my tattoo myself was just that extra bit
of doing something because I wanted
to,” Athol said.
Both Athol and Spencer taught themselves the stick-and-poke technique
through YouTube tutorials and explanatory blog posts. Both students researched and deliberated for a few weeks
before they felt comfortable putting ink
to skin. Athol has one tattoo, which she
gave herself in September. Spencer is
more of a veteran, having designed and
applied several tattoos herself. Since last
October, she has been giving her friends
tattoos free of charge.
Stick-and-poke is most appropriate
for minimalistic designs. “They’re usu-
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Using a needle and ink, Kyla Spencer ’18 gives herself a stick-and-poke tattoo in her dorm room.

ally pretty small and simple,” Spencer
said. “Just shapes and lines and stuff.
Little decorations.”
Just like its products, the process of
stick-and-poke is simple: First, sanitize
the skin area with rubbing alcohol or
anti-bacterial soap. Then, outline the design on the skin in pen or pencil. Take
out a new sewing or tattoo needle and
insert the hooked end into the space between the eraser and the metal at the top
of a pencil far enough for it to be stable.
Use a flame to disinfect the needle, and
give it a minute to cool. Then, wrap the
needle with thread until only the tip is
exposed. Dip the needle in ink and start
poking along the outline, puncturing
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only as far as the epidermis. The poking
process may require repetition depending on how dark the ink is on the surface. The finished stick-and-poke calls
for the same care as a professional tattoo: Keep it dry and out of the sun for
about two days.
Even with the accessibility and convenience of stick-and-poke tattoos, Athol
said they should not be taken lightly.
“It shouldn’t be done on a whim,” Athol
said. “It is still a tattoo.” If done correctly, stick-and-poke tattoos are just
as permanent as traditional tattoos, requiring only occasional touch-ups. Certain designs, however, should be left for
the parlor. Anything elaborate or overly

delicate should be taken to a professional
equipped with more sophisticated tools
and experience, according to Graeme
Taylor ’18, who has 19 tattoos, all but
one of which were done in a professional
parlor. A significant reason people —
college students, especially — might be
reluctant to go to a parlor is the price;
depending on the desired size and intricacy, tattoos can cost anywhere between
$50 and $300.
Professional parlors, however, guarantee quality. “Don’t do [stick-and-poke]
if it’s going to be something that you
want to look nice,” Taylor said. “Especially don’t do it when the case is that it’s
just your friend that people say is good at
stick-and-poke.” He mentioned a hometown friend who built his own tattooing
machine — Taylor let his friend tattoo
him, but made sure it was inconspicuous. A risk of friends making tattoos is
that the quality will be poor, according
to Taylor.
DIY stick-and-pokes come with their
own health risks. “You’re going to someone that tattoos out of their basement,
someone that is just going to give you a
stick-and-poke while you sit on the same
bed in someone’s dorm — that’s where
you can see a much higher risk coming
up,” Taylor said. He added that stickand-poke tattoos done by a professional
artist who knows how to sterilize equipment properly lowers this risk.
Taylor said paying more for a parlor tattoo is worth it, despite stick-andpokes’ typically lower prices. “The prices
are a lot cheaper, but it costs a whole lot
more to get a cheap tattoo, regret it and
then go pay to have something done over
it,” Taylor said.
Elana Spivack contributed reporting.

Binchois Consort to serenade Brandi
ERICA RABITO
STAFF WRITER

Renowned vocalists The Binchois
Consort will be performing their program Music for Henry V and the Battle
of Agincourt tonight at 8 in Brandi Recital Hall.
The concert is part of the Kenyon
Taylor Concert Series, founded by former music professor Kenneth L. Taylor
to finance performances of music from
the Middle Ages through the 18th century with funds he left to the College
following his death in 1993. Kenyon is
the group’s first destination on a tour
that includes two performances at The
Cloisters at the Metropolitan Museum
of Art in New York City and one at
Haverford College in Pennsylvania.
The Binchois Consort consists of
altos Mark Chambers, Tim Travers-

“

They’re excellent musicians that really know this style, and are
thorough, complete professionals. They’re also, if you will, of the
liberal arts mind. They are scholar singers.”
Dane Heuchemer, professor of music

Brown and David Allsopp, tenors Matthew Vine, Stephen Harrold, Nick
Madden and Dominic Bland and bass
Jimmy Holliday. Conductor Andrew
Kirkman founded the group in 1995.
Performing a wide repertoire of medieval music, such as Gregorian chant
and masses, extensively across Europe
and the U.S., the Consort has garnered
critical acclaim from various publications and music professionals around
the globe.
“They’re excellent musicians that
really know this style, and are thorough, complete professionals,” said

Professor of Music Dane Heuchemer,
who organizes the Taylor Concert Series. “They’re also, if you will, of the
liberal arts mind. They are scholar
singers — it’s not just a process of
learning how to sing it in tune, it’s
how much is this rhythmic value based
upon what I know of this notational
style.”
The sophistication of the Binchois
Consort is displayed in the deep, rich
voices of their performers, and the attention they pay to perfecting the difficult harmonies present in music of
the medieval period.
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Poet published in Kenyon Review talks inheritance, loss

7

Anna George Meek read at the bookstore from her newest collection, The Genome Rhapsodies, released last week.
BAILEY BLAKER
ARTS EDITOR

The saying “write what you
know” takes on a whole new
meaning in the work of Anna
George Meek. The award-winning poet recited selections
from The Genome Rhapsodies,
which tells the story of Meek’s
personal struggle with loss and
inheritance, on Monday afternoon in the bookstore.
The Genome Rhapsodies, released by Ashland Poetry Press
last week, is Meek’s fourth book.
The reading on Monday marked
one of the first times Meek has
read pieces from this collection.
“What I hope the next 40 minutes will be is this sort of interesting magical recombinant exploration of a various number
of things that we inherit,” Meek
said.
Sarah McPeek ’19, one of the
nine students in attendance,
said Meek brought something
extraordinary to the reading
with her distinctive conversational reading style and charisma.
“She puts so much meaning
into her poems in the way that
she spoke them, in the way she
used her voice,” McPeek said.
“Even her face was very expressive, which gives the poem a
whole new depth of meaning,
and you could tell that what she
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Poet Anna George Meek charmed a small audience on Monday afternoon with tales from her life and light-hearted jokes in between her poems.
was reading was very personal
to her.”
Meek draws on life experiences in her poems. She dedicates several poems to describing the emotional turmoil she
went through while caring for
her father during his experience with dementia. Another
poem is a tribute to the wedding
dress that has been in her family for seven generations and that
Meek wore on her own wedding
day.
Throughout the collection

Meek uses bricolage, a technique involving the creation of
a work from a diverse range of
things.
“It’s part invention, it’s part
resourcefulness, it’s part desperation,” Meek said.
Meek’s bricolages contain
content from old invention
patents, letters from ex-boyfriends, personal journals and
even Nirvana frontman Kurt
Cobain’s suicide letter. Cutting
these texts into pieces no longer
than three consecutive words,

Meek rearranges the fragments
into something unrecognizable
from the original texts. Meek
had audience members assist
in reading the poems aloud, alternating between phrases from
the separate texts.
One poem, “Scaffolding”
combines excerpts from the
Wikipedia entry on scaffolding
with passages from a love letter
from an ex-boyfriend.
Kraig Davis ’18 found the
combination of passages from
these two texts particularly

powerful, especially in the final lines of “Scaffolding” when
Meek speaks about the temporary quality of her romantic relationship with her now-ex. “I
just thought that it was just a
really amazing juxtaposition,”
Davis said.
Meek has been published in
Poetry magazine and The Kenyon Review, among other national journals. She currently
lives in Minneapolis with her
husband Matthew Gladue ’93
and their daughter.

Cohen ’16 traces racial representations in picture books
ELANA SPIVACK
ARTS EDITOR

With advertisements bombarding
the eye on a daily basis, it’s no surprise people sometimes associate images with certain products or ad campaigns. Iconic images pervade much
more than media and culture, however. They sink into the brain, beginning even with the picture books one
reads as a child.
American studies major Anna Cohen ’16, working with Austin Porter,
professor of art history and postdoctoral fellow at the Center for the Study
of American Democracy, designed an
independent study in which she examined the evolution of racial imagery in
19th- and 20th-century American picture books. This research will serve as
a foundation for Cohen’s senior exercise project in the spring.
Her findings thus far culminated in a Common Hour talk Tuesday,
“Representations of Blackness in Picturebooks,” in which she analyzed inf luential works such as Helen Bannerman’s Little Black Sambo, published
in 1899, and author-illustrator Inez
Hogan’s Nicodemus series. Students,
professors and community members
ensured the Ringwalt Room in Olin
and Chalmers Libraries was standingroom only.
Porter taught Cohen in a seminar
last year in which she seemed motivated and expressed intellectual curi-

“

Specifically, [Cohen is]
interested in race, but she’s also
interested in books and how
these publications evolve over
time, through their narrative.”
Austin Porter, professor of art history

osity, especially regarding children’s
books, he said.
“Specifically, [Cohen is] interested in race, but she’s also interested
in books and how these publications
evolve over time, through their narrative and through the formal qualities
that they have,” Porter said. He suggested at the course’s start that Cohen
should eventually publicly present her
reaserch.
Though Porter’s area of expertise lies in 20th-century advertising
and media imagery, Cohen, who also
works in Olin as a reference desk intern and is interested in printed works,
sees a valuable overlap. “We both have
background in black history but he
has more contextual understanding of
the way that other forms of media ...
mirror or inform the stuff I’m looking
at,” she said.
The independent study allowed Cohen to explore the impact and inf luence of children’s books. “It’s exploring the way that children learn from
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Attendees packed into the library’s Ringwalt Room on Tuesday for Cohen’s presentation.
picture books,” Cohen said. “Children
are particularly impressionable, but
we don’t pay a whole lot of attention
to the media that they’re consuming.”
Her findings have led her to see a
surprising relationship between the
development of picture books and that
of the cultural, stereotypical images
of African-Americans. “I didn’t expect to end up with this sort of theory
that they are so closely related,” Cohen said.
It hasn’t been easy to find all the

information she’s looking for. Hogan,
“one of the main author-illustrators
that I’m looking at, who’s extremely
prolific and very popular, nobody has
written anything about her, and the
authorial motivation she has is very
important to me,” Cohen said. “So not
being able to have access to that has
been really difficult.” She plans to look
at documents on Hogan at the University of Oregon over winter break.
Bailey Blaker contributed reporting.
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ASK A
PROFESSOR
With what traditional
Thanksgiving dish do
you most identify?

“Green beans, because you
can cook them with garlic
and olive oil, they’re flexible
and they’re green, so they
have this fresh color.”
—Associate Professor of
German Paul Gebhardt

“Gravy; it is the most
significant part.”
—Associate Professor of
Economics Galina An

The winds have changed for Weather Vane’s clientele
FRANCES SAUX
STAFF WRITER

The Weather Vane, Gambier’s
sole clothing boutique, has stocked
up for winter. Warm fabrics now fill
the shop, which celebrated its 40th
anniversary in October. Coats hang
on the walls. Thick gloves and hats
sit by the window. Fleece-lined tights
— popular among students, according to store owner Jean Wyatt — are
piled underneath racks of coats and
sweaters. The boutique occupies a
small space on Scott Lane behind the
post office.
In 1975, two years after the first
class of women graduated from Kenyon, Wyatt opened The Weather
Vane in the basement of the Village
Inn. She had graduated from a fashion merchandising college in Toledo,
Ohio, and saw Kenyon’s newly co-ed
campus environment as providing
an opportunity to open a clothing
store in Gambier. Kenyon’s female
students soon became her primary
customers and remained so for the
first two decades of The Weather
Vane’s existence.

But she said her customer base has
changed in recent years. Students are
no longer The Weather Vane’s primary patrons. Today, Wyatt mainly
sells to an older demographic, consisting of students’ mothers on Family Weekend and the approximately
1,500 people on her mailing list.
The store has experienced the
impact of an industry-wide trend
among the younger demographic,
according to Wyatt. Today’s collegeaged women tend to favor affordable
clothing of lesser quality over highquality garments like those Wyatt
stocks, a phenomenon she has seen
develop over the past four decades of
Kenyon students.
Her products come from about 50
clothing lines, including Montrealbased Tribal and Lanalee. Wyatt aims
to offer garments that are built to last.
She particularly admires FrenchCanadian designs for their quality. “I
like expensive fabrics,” she said.
Fewer students now shop at The
Weather Vane, according to Wyatt.
In a Her Campus article from 2012,
Elizabeth Douglass ’15 called The
Weather Vane one of Gambier’s best-

kept secrets, largely because most students assume they are not its intended demographic. “They don’t tend to
understand what it is,” Wyatt said.
Her clothes are more expensive
than those from trendier mall stores,
but, Wyatt points out, they are more
affordable here than they would be in
a major city, where boutique owners
must keep prices high due to higher
rents.
She held up a dress. “This is something that would be in Anthropologie for $130, and it’s $44 here,” she
said, referring to the popular upscale
women’s store.
Jessica Gorovitz ’19 said she sometimes buys clothing at Anthropologie
when she is home, but since arriving
HANNAH ANAIN | COLLEGIAN
at Kenyon this fall has only shopped
Mount Vernon High School student Hope Woodward-Ginther works at
online and not yet stepped foot in The
Gambier boutique The Weather Vane, located on Scott Lane.
Weather Vane.
Wyatt said she would love to find a
But, like the clothes she sells, the in and say, ‘Do you remember me?’”
way to attract students like Gorovitz, relationships with her customers Wyatt said. During the store’s annifor whom the The Weather Vane has have lasted over time. Kenyon alum- versary party this October, many fafallen off the radar. One recent year, ni who shopped at The Weather Vane miliar faces came to congratulate her;
soon before the holidays, she slipped as students or worked as her em- wine and cheese were served in a tent
30-percent-off coupons under the ployees stop by when they’re back in outside.
doors of every student residence, but Gambier.
“This place was rocking,” Wyatt
nobody came in to redeem them.
“It’s always fun when they walk said.

PAID ADVERTISEMENT

Welcome to the Kenyon Inn and Restaurant
Located on the beautiful, historic
campus of Kenyon College,Ohio’s
premiere and oldest liberal arts
institution, the Kenyon Inn and
Restaurant offers the finest lodging
and dining in Knox County.

Restaurant Hours
Breakfast

Monday through Friday
7 a.m. to 9:30 am
Saturday
8 a.m. to 10 a.m.

Lunch
Monday through Saturday
11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Brunch
Sunday
9 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Dinner
Sunday through Thursday
5 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Friday and Saturday 5 p.m.
to 9 p.m.

Reservations are
always recommended.

The Kenyon Inn and Restaurant • 100 W Wiggin St, Gambier, OH 43022 • 740-427-2202 • ww.kenyoninn.com
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Diversity is key in
the newsroom, too
The American journalism industry is evolving. Digital news startups are increasingly capturing readership and revenue from traditional print
outlets. It’s now common practice to publish stories online before they hit the print version.
One realm in which media companies have
been slow to evolve, however, is in the diversity
of their newsrooms. Racial and ethnic minorities
make up just 12.8 percent of the workforce at U.S.
daily newspapers, according to the American Society of News Editors, and this figure represents a
decrease of half a percentage point from 2005.
The homogeneity of America’s newsrooms is a
sorry fact, and the Collegian is hardly an exception
to this rule. The Collegian has long had a whitedominated editorial staff, and in the past we’ve
been taken to task — often rightly — for not adequately giving a voice to minority students and
staff at the College. This year we have sought, and
we will continue to seek, to make our coverage
truly representative of the Kenyon community.
It is the Collegian’s duty, and that of all student
newspapers, to record life on campus as it unfolds;
this requires that we highlight the experiences of
all constituencies — be they racial, ethnic, cultural, religious, socioeconomic, or those involving
gender or sexual orientation — who call the Hill
home. To this end, next semester we plan on appointing a diversity ombudsperson, who will consult with the Collegian’s editors on issues of diversity and act as a liaison between the paper’s staff
and the wider community.
We were inspired at a national collegiate journalism conference in October to introduce this
new position, which exists at some other papers.
As we are still in the early stages of figuring out
how this position works at other schools, and how
it could work at Kenyon, we welcome suggestions
and ideas from our readers.
The recent events at the University of Missouri,
Yale University, Occidental College and even here
at Kenyon confirm the need to recognize both the
ongoing racial prejudice and the importance of
open discourse at institutions of higher education.
One condition of open discourse, however,
is that public meetings be truly public. Through
this ombudsperson position, the Collegian hopes
to continue working with all-campus groups and
administrative bodies to ensure that events and
discussions open to the public can be reported on
fully. As journalists, we believe the best way to illuminate issues of social justice is through open dialogue — dialogue that can be relayed in a newspaper that we hope will become more reflective of
our diverse readership.

What’s your take on the events unfolding at Mizzou and Yale?
How do they relate to life on the Hill? Write to us!
Submit letters to the editor at kenyoncollegian@gmail.com.

EDITORIAL CARTOON
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Emotional appeals cloud protests’ actions
CHRISTOPHER COMAS
CONTRIBUTOR

What is sensible behavior?
Increasingly on college campuses across America, the challenge
of determining which values,
creeds and behaviors are acceptable and should be encouraged is raging, and we’re sitting
on the same powder kegs as our
peers. I was in the Alumni Dining Hall reading about the unfolding protests at Yale when
one student meandered from
table to table, sliding a paper
infographic on acceptable Halloween attire into the plastic
displays. The sheet was quintessential college advocacy: pure
emotive rhetoric, embodied in
images of the most overtly demeaning cultural costumes.
The Kenyon administration
is classified by the non-profit Foundation for Individual
Rights in Education as a “Red
Light School.” The administration receives this designation due to a particular clause
in our student handbook: “Any
behavior … which offends the

sensibilities of others (whether
students, faculty members, or
visitors) … will result in disciplinary action.” While the clause
is, frankly, of questionable legality, I think it has the potential
to capture the ground rules of
productive, meaningful debate.
To achieve this vision, the members of Kenyon’s community
must recognize that sensibility
is not something as narrow as
an emotional response; it is the
ability to subjugate that immediate, though still important,
response to sober reason.
It is at least somewhat true
that students have increasingly
demanded that their schools
shield them from hostile opinions. There is a growing contingent of radicalized students
at colleges wanting to censor
unpopular opinions (see Hampshire College’s rescinding an
invitation to a band accused of
having “too many” white members, the discussion of which
made its students feel “unsafe,”
and Smith College’s outrage at
a racial epithet being uttered in
a discussion about the use of
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racial epithets in formal education). To be sensible means to
understand that emotional reactions are not always evidence of
something being wrong, unjust,
etc. — certainly they do not, in
most cases, preclude the speaker’s right to employ reason.
Students have also seemingly lost sight of the role of emotion in persuasive argument.
The Atlantic noted that, in the
wake of the Yale protests, “one
student wrote that … ‘friends
are not going to class, are not
doing their homework, are losing sleep, are skipping meals,
and are having breakdowns.’”
Emotions can and should be
part of the discussion, but only
to the extent that they substantiate rational claims and moves
toward improving the situation.
To behave as these students did,
in response to an expression of
personal opinion, devalues any
emotional discourse on a truly
severe injustice, and by extension also devalues that injustice.
Kenyon students should give
credence to lived experience,
but ostentatious suffering is ob-

noxious.
Most critically, these manipulative appeals to pity and
emotion have no productive
undercurrent. Perhaps the calls
for resignation made at Mizzou
and other institutions across the
country are more rationally envisioned; still, Mizzou thought
it was turning over a new leaf,
only to find all the long-standing prejudiced critters scattered, firing off at their purported liberators on social media
and in person. The underlying
problem remains. These student demands for resignations
and other administrative capitulations are, largely, selfishly
conceived,emotional retributions. At Kenyon, we need to
take a lesson from these failed
measures and, when crisis does
arise, we must confront it with
thoughtful reflection, rather
than kneeling to the dictums
of our immediate emotional response.
Christopher Comas ’19 is undeclared from Washington, D.C.
Contact him at comasc@kenyon.
edu.
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Creating a student union could solve late-night issues

It seems like every other college campus but Kenyon’s has a student union building where students can hang out after
dark. Our campus culture would be enhanced by opening a late-night space for students and others in Peirce Pub.
GABRIELLE HEALY
OPINIONS EDITOR

“You don’t have a student union?”
My family’s shock surprised me when
I told them over Family Weekend that
Kenyon doesn’t have an apparent staple of college life. While at first the
idea of a student union seemed oldfashioned to me, the more I thought
about it the more sense it made.
My parents haven’t been the only
people to comment on our lack of such
a space; such comments have been
cropping up in conversations lately as
a solution for several different issues.
I’m a Community Advisor, and after
a duty weekend involving many alcohol-related incidents other CAs noted the incidents happened on a night
when there were no all-campus events.
They figured much of the socializing
(and drinking) might have taken place
in more discreet dorm parties, where
students might not have been able to
monitor their alcohol intake as closely as they would if they had been at a
more public event.
If there were a space that was always open, the pressure would not be
on fraternities and sororities to provide this type of activity on the weekend. The development of a new space
would also present opportunities for

ELIZABETH NORMAN | COLLEGIAN

student employment, helping address
another issue the College faces.
The purpose of a student union is to
provide a relaxed space, open late into
the night. Aside from small parties or
shows at the Horn Gallery, there are

few shared spaces at Kenyon where
people under 21 can go hang out later at night when there aren’t any allcampus events.
I envision the space as more casual than the Village Inn or the Cove:

Replacing library not so necessary
It’s wrong to prioritize building a new library given Kenyon’s obvious
and more pressing issues involving accessibility.
REAGAN NEVISKA
CONTRIBUTOR

When I was working in Olin
and Chalmers Libraries this summer for the second year in a row,
the entire building was abuzz
with the news that we might get
a new library. I’d known this was
coming, having read the 2020
Master Plan. The library sponsored student panels over the
summer, asking what students
wanted in a new building. But
the question I had been waiting
for someone to ask me was: Why
do we need a new library?
Construction of the library
would not just displace our
books; it would also displace offices inside the library. Librarians
are not the only ones who work
in Olin and Chalmers; it is also
home to the purchasing department, where campus computers
are shipped, and the audio-visual
technology and network support
offices. Where will employees
who work there go for two years?
After that? Discussions of a new
library overshadow the need to
improve work spaces for these
employees who make a positive
difference on our campus.
And what of those who will
be upperclassmen? One is left to
wonder what the temporary solution to the library will be. Will
there be a place for those students
facing senior exercises and grad-

uate school applications to find a
quiet place to read and research?
When I talk with people about
the library, no one ever expresses
strongly negative feelings to me.
Some think it’s ugly, but do you
tear down your house when you
could just get new siding? If some
rich alum thought Old Kenyon
or Ascension was an eyesore,
would we tear those down? If
you think Olin doesn’t fit the aesthetic of campus, let me remind
you that we are proud of our diverse architecture. Do we want a
cookie-cutter campus? The name
“Gund” has not been absent from
the discussion of the library,
leaving me to wonder — will we
have another glass-and-wood
building towering over Middle
Path? Why can’t we let another
architect use our campus as their
canvas?
Why are we turning our backs
on real issues at Kenyon, like accessibility and housing, in favor
of replacing a building without
real flaws?
Last semester, when a poll
about the Master Plan was sent
out, I was enraged that, alongside the library, accessibility was
listed as only an option — it’s a
necessity, not just a luxury. How
could a new library have won the
poll? Surely, it can not just be to
please those hands from which
Kenyon feeds.
Olin and Chalmers Library is

not perfect. It could use some improvements, but I wonder if those
really require destruction of the
building. This spring, I met an
alum who had returned to Kenyon for his 50th reunion who was
seeing Olin for the first time. He
seemed impressed. That’s when it
really hit me. Part of the library
is less than 50 years old. Why are
we so willing to tear down new
buildings? If we tear down new
buildings, we will never have
old ones. If our forefathers had
thought this way, Old Kenyon
and Bexley would not bookend
Middle Path.
I’m not here to say we should
forgo all ideas of a new library,
but is this a top priority? Is a new
library what Kenyon really needs
right now — as classes are scheduled around students’ physical
ability to get to class, and there
are places on campus that students with mobility issues simply can’t go? Furthermore, with
growing class numbers causing
dormitories to burst at the seams,
is a brightly lit library somewhere in the future really what
this campus needs? I don’t want
a new library, something based
purely off of wants, to come before the actual needs of the student body.
Reagan Neviska ’17 is an anthropology major from Fredericktown, Ohio. Contact her at neviskar@kenyon.edu.

While student groups from time to
time could host events, it could also
be a space to swing by on the way to
someplace else. The student union
could be a place to see student bands
on a regular basis or get some food,
but its scope could also be wider. For
those over 21, it could serve as a bar.
Oberlin College’s student union includes a bar as well as a bowling alley and a club where student DJs and
bands play. Students would ideally be
able to define the new space and its
function and, most importantly, its
hours; a union would further engage
us in campus life.
It’s not as if I’m dreaming. Peirce
Pub could provide the space. In the
past, it has served this purpose. Having a student union would be another
opportunity to enhance our community and nightlife. We have to recognize our location: We’re not located in
a bustling metropolis where there is
something to do every weekend. Student groups like Social Board should
take more responsibility for pursuing
more long-term solutions, like the creation of a student union, to address
the dearth of activities here during the
weekend.
Gabrielle Healy ’18 is an English
major from Fairhaven, Mass. Contact
her at healyg@kenyon.edu.

A troubling double
standard for injuries
GRIFFIN BURROUGH | OPINIONS EDITOR

There’s a double standard for professors and students,
and it needs to stop. I’m talking about how when a student
gets injured or sick, he is expected to complete all his work
on time, but a professor in such circumstances can acceptably delay handing back papers for weeks or even months.
My Community Advisor last year got a concussion in
a game of bubble soccer. Seriously, I can’t make this stuff
up. This happened at Relay for Life last year, which was
on April 12, and the concussion’s effects lasted until well
after finals ended. When she told her professors about her
condition, only one gave her an extension, while the rest
responded by telling her what work she needed to do and
wished her well. If that’s the precedent for how a student
has to deal with a brain injury, I’d expect professors to act
the same when the roles are reversed.
My English professor has a back injury this year, the
specifics of which I don’t know. All I know is that we handed in our first essays at the beginning of September and
our second in the middle of October. I received both essays
back on Nov. 14, almost two months after I handed in the
first one. I thought this was ridiculous, but what is more
obscene is the fact that this is a 100-level, first-semester
English course — the course is predominantly populated
by first years, meaning this is their first time ever writing
college essays. The point of a 100-level English class is to
learn how to write at the collegiate level. By not receiving their essays back promptly, these first years lose out on
valuable time they need to develop their writing.
Accidents happen, and I understand this, but I’m not
sure our professors do. I’m fine letting my English professor off the hook for not giving us our papers back for two
months, but if I break my hand and physically cannot write
another essay I’m going to be a little upset if I’m met with
emailed well wishes and the expectation that I still submit
the paper on time.
Griffin Burrough ’18 is an economics major from Summit,
N.J. He can be reached at burroughe@kenyon.edu.
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Her Campus falls short of its goal
DANIELLE GORTON
CONTRIBUTOR

Her Campus Kenyon is currently
at a turning point in its existence as
an online forum. As Jacqueleen Eng
’19 highlighted in her op-ed “Respect, not gendered scorn, for Her
Campus” (Nov. 5), the goal of the
original Her Campus was to give
women a platform to share their otherwise unheard voices. Sometimes
Her Campus Kenyon succeeds. Unfortunately, the voice being heard is
a very specific voice. It is most often
the voice of a single type of feminism. Sure, there is validity to this
strand of feminism, but it does not
represent all the unheard voices on
campus. These are the voices that
do not fit into feminism dominated
by the feminine, the voices that do
not fit the binaries or norms. These
are the voices that our Her Campus
drowns out.
The Odyssey and BuzzFeed dominate the realm of list articles (“listicles”) that aim to relate to readers’
personal struggles and experiences.
Her Campus Kenyon tries to replicate
a lot of these popular articles with
such pieces as “Espresso Yourself:
Outfits Based on Your Wiggin Street

“

We do not need another BuzzFeed. What we do need is a
space for unheard voices to share their stories. Her Campus is
appropriate for exactly that.”

Coffee Order,” or “Kenyon Fashion
Week: Building-Inspired Outfits.”
But often on Her Campus there is
a lack of Kenyon personalization;
stock photos are used rather than actual pictures from Kenyon students.
On the occasions when Her Campus discusses topics that carry more
weight, the writing is often interrupted by memes or other distractions that crush any potential influence the article could have.
Her Campus Kenyon has the potential to become a forum where a
variety of unheard voices are heard,
but first it needs to have confidence
that its weightier articles will be read
and be interesting without the interruption of memes, stock images and
colorful text. In one of the site’s recent articles about body image, the
powerful content was interrupted
by memes and unnecessary text images that detracted from the sincerity of the writer’s story. Her Campus
chapters at other schools may believe

those exciting colors and pictures are
necessary to draw readers in. But at
Kenyon, we should stay away from
that. The memes degrade the content
to simple problems when often, they
are not.
We do not need another
BuzzFeed. What we do need is a
space for unheard voices to share
their stories. Her Campus is appropriate for exactly that. If Her Campus increases the diversity of voices
presented and takes ownership of the
sincerity in its articles, I believe it will
become a publication that is held in
high regard for its accessibility and
power. Already in the past week,
their efforts to draw attention to the
issues at Mizzou and Yale showstheir
desire to move in this direction. But
we aren’t there yet.
Danielle Gorton ’18 is a studio art
and English double major from New
Haven, Conn. Contact her at gortond@kenyon.edu.

Dear Emily
Y)

Dear Emily,
I hooked up with this guy on Halloween and I keep seeing him around the library
and the servery and I don’t know how to act
around him. Do I just ignore him completely,
like nothing happened? Do I just say “hi” when
he walks by and move on? Do I actually try to
talk with him? What’s the protocol for talking
to someone after you’ve hooked up with them?
Love,
Halloween Help
Dear Halloween Help,
This all hinges on what kind of hookup it
was. Since it was Halloween, I’m guessing it
was some sort of mix of a few too many Keystone Lights, a dark PEEPS lounge and some
dancing to Tyga that led to a few sloppy kisses
and then a hookup that resulted in you waking up next to someone in a taco costume and
questioning how the evolution of mankind led
you there.
Hooking up is weird. Waking up butt-naked next to someone you barely know is probably one of the weirdest feelings in the world,
other than submerging your hand in a bowl of
straight-up Jell-O. But avoiding that person is
going to make it even more awkward. It’s comical that I’m giving this advice because I am the
queen of ghosting, but ghosting is probably the
last thing you should do in this situation. If you
see him in the servery or around campus, just

smile and say “hi.” He might recoil and look
confused or like you punched him in the gut,
but that’s his problem, not yours.
Now for the real questions: Do you have
his number? Do you want to see him again? If
you actually like him, this is a completely different scenario. In that case, definitely say “hi.”
You want him to remember you, and not just
the you who was covered in Keystone Light
on the sticky Old Kenyon dance floor. If you’re
interested in seeing him — and this goes for
everyone who has ever hooked up with someone and wants to see them again — reach out,
make a move, say hi for God’s sake.
We all hook up on the weekends and come
Sunday brunch we see our momentary insignificant other in Peirce and suddenly it’s as
if the salad bar is the most interesting thing
we’ve ever seen in our lives; we can’t tear our
eyes from that damned cold well of broccoli
and kale. It’s something we all have to work
on — being friendly, being civil, even after a
hookup. Whether it’s a good or a bad hookup
may determine how you act around each other in public afterward, but remember that at
one point they were in your bed or you were
in theirs (and you most likely have something
left of theirs in your room). I’m simply here to
offer suggestions, a fairy godmother with a bit
of a sailor’s mouth and emotional baggage. Feel
free not to take it. But my recommendation?
Reach out. Talk to him. Smile when he passes.
Be friendly. There’s nothing to lose.
Love,
Emily

LETTER TO THE EDITORS
To the editors:
Maya Lowenstein ’18 is understandably offended by the
use of the word “retarded” to express contempt for someone
or something (“We need to stop standing for the ‘r-word,’”
Nov. 12). She finds it offensive not just to those it is applied
to, but also to those to whom they are being compared,
people with mental handicaps. However, she also promises
to report any other uses of the term to a Discrimination
Advisor. It is therefore probably worth reminding the community that the Kenyon regulations on verbal harassment
hold that insensitive speech should be corrected by blame;
that the only speech that can be a matter for punishment is
speech directed at an individual that degrades and defames
a person because of belonging to a group, in other words
things like racial slurs or what in another context is often
called “fighting words.”
The policy was written that way for a reason. The idea
was that the community should establish its standards of
decent behavior by praise and blame far more than by quasi-judicial proceedings. It would be better for Ms. Lowenstein to speak up when she hears terms she finds offensive
and explain to the speaker just why they are offensive than
to report the speaker to authority. Of course I understand
her hesitancy in speaking up. But I would urge her to try
doing it anyway. That approach can, if done in a civil way,
promote understanding; the other creates a chilling effect
and drives nastiness underground, where it gets nastier.
Sincerely,
Fred Baumann
Professor of Political Science

Submit your questions about love and life to
The Collegian’s newest advice column.

Dear Emily,
I’ve recently decided to major in the
social sciences, as I’m most interested
in my classes in that division and have
enjoyed them the most. I am, however,
very worried about finding a career in
my chosen field. I don’t yet know my
interests strongly enough to have a
plan, but I feel like I should have one,
even though I have a few years before I
need to know what I want to do.
Sincerely,
Lost in Smather
Dear Lost in Smather,
What you’re feeling is totally normal. I came into Kenyon on the premed track, intending to double major
in biology and English; I’ve since diverted into being just an English major with a concentration in creative
writing. And it took me a long time to
be OK with the potential abyss that is
my future as a humanities major. You
should take the classes you want and
love, because enjoying learning is just
as important as the information you
learn.
Like you said, you’ve got a few
years to figure out where your major
will take you. Just because you’re taking classes in a certain field doesn’t

mean you’re going to end up there.
An anthropology major isn’t necessarily going to end up at a dig in Turkey
— they may turn out a professor, an
editor for a journal, a lawyer. You are
not boxed in by your major. There are
endless things you can do in jobs beyond the usuals of doctor and lawyer.
Let us all remember Kim Kardashian
was once Paris Hilton’s assistant. Maybe Jeni’s Splendid Ice Creams is looking for somebody who just samples ice
cream all day. Don’t let your parents
or friends or social anxiety make you
worry about what you’re going to do.
First you have to figure out what you
love, and then apply that to whatever
it may be applicable to, whether that’s
being a high school soccer coach, traveling the world as a business writer or
running for mayor. Do what you love
and what you’re good at, and one day
you’ll find something that makes you
happy. After all, isn’t happiness what
we’re all looking for? If that’s the case,
I’m looking for a giant donut filled
with money.
Love,
Emily
Emily Sakamoto ’16 is an English major with a concentration in creative writing and a minor in messing with people’s
personal lives, whether they ask for advice
or not, from North Oaks, Minn. Contact
her at sakamotoe@kenyon.edu.
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GoBus offers cheap but solitary rides around Ohio

A new bus service provides inexpensive and reliable travel from campus, though riders may have to get up pretty early.
GRANT MINER
STAFF WRITER

Six o’clock on Sunday morning is
one of the worst times of the week to
be up.
Think about it: At around 4 or 5
a.m., chances are the few people you
see have been partying the whole
night. But at six? Those are the poor
souls who have just woken up.
Today, I was one of those poor
souls.
After dragging myself out of bed,
showering and printing my tickets, it
was 6:45 a.m. — GoBus time.
GoBus is an organization created
under the Ohio Rural Intercity Bus
Program, a government initiative designed to provide cheap transportation
to major cities for those living in rural
areas. It came to Kenyon at the start
of this semester and offers daily trips
to several destinations around central
Ohio at a $10 fare each way. Students
looking for a ride to Columbus can
get dropped off at the Port Columbus
International Airport terminal or the
Greyhound bus station. GoBus will
even bring students to Gambier from
as far away as Cleveland and Cincinnati, though you should expect at least
eight hours of travel time, multiple
transfers and ticket prices of up to
$45, depending on the date.
You’ve probably seen the GoBus cruising through Gambier or
stopped outside McBride Residence
Hall. Chances are, you’ve only seen
it dropping off, rather than picking
up. Although the buses coming from
Columbus arrive at the relatively reasonable times of 12:30 p.m. and 5:34

p.m., those that leave depart at 6:45
a.m. and 9:20 p.m., which ensure
you’ll either be waking up too early or
arriving way too late.
Hardly peak travel hours, I know.
But nevertheless, there I was, down
$20 and ready to leave Knox County
for the first time since move-in day.
“You’re the first one to ride this
bus,” the ponytailed driver said as
he took my ticket. “This bus is brand
new. We got it yesterday.”
An honor, indeed.
The driver, who would only give his
first name, Rocco, was my only companion for the two-hour drive. Well,
he and the two friends I talked into
wasting valuable homework time to
accompany me.
The road to being a GoBus driver, it turns out, is a long one. Take
Rocco. He quit his job as a mechanic and started working for Lakefront
Lines, the transportation company
with which GoBus contracts. Through
them, he got a job driving those minibuses you always see shuttling senior
citizens around. Then, he graduated
to driving school buses for the city of
Cleveland, a job he still does when not
at the helm of a charter bus.
Rocco’s day starts at 3:30 a.m. in
Cleveland, and he arrives at his first
stop in Wooster around 5:30. He then
drives to Berlin, stops in Gambier and
Mount Vernon, heads to Newark and
continues on to his final stops in Columbus.
By the time he hits Columbus, it’s
around 9 a.m. At 9:02, he leaves the
station, turns around and does the
whole thing over again.
“When I first started this route, it
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Senior Class Total:

20

Lucy Iselin ’16

NATHANIEL SHAHAN | COLLEGIAN

The GoBus picks riders twice a day outside of McBride Residence Hall on Gaskin Avenue.
was pretty tedious,” Rocco said. “It
was challenging because you have a
big bus on a tiny road. Now, I find it
relaxing, but I’ve only been at this for
three months.”
Aside from me, Rocco and my two
friends who were getting some muchneeded shut-eye in the back, the bus
was still empty by the time we reached
Newark about 40 minutes later and
one stop in.
According to Rocco, this is how it
usually is.
“The most I’ve ever had is 30,” Rocco said. “The least I’ve ever had —
well, it’s just been me. And it usually
leans more towards the latter than the
former.”
You can expect your company,

Junior Class Total:

when you get it, to be mostly students from Kenyon and the College of
Wooster returning from or going to
an airport or bus station, interspersed
with commuters who don’t mind the
ridiculous hours. Also, the occasional
Amish person, according to Rocco.
The ride does a great job representing Ohio’s special brand of f lat,
corn-filled nothingness. Don’t get
me wrong: the ride’s beautiful. But if
you’ve made it even once, don’t expect
to be entertained by the scenery for
long.
So, the ride may be boring and the
company (excluding those actively operating heavy machinery) is usually
nonexistent, but for a private charter
bus to Columbus, the price is right.

Sophomore Class Total: First-Year Class Total:

18

18

14

Rob Mallen-West ’17

Hannah Vilas ’18

Noah Solomon ’19

Hillary Clinton

Bernie Sanders

Hilary Clinton

This week, the American Postal
Workers’ Union announced
it was endorsing whom for
president in 2016?

Bernie Sanders

Bill Nye, the only
science guy

According to a new report from the
World Bank, the effects of what
could push 100 million people into
poverty by 2030?

Climate change

Climate change

Obamacare

Drought

I don’t know.

Putin

Bashar Al-Assad

Putin

Rouhani

Orca

Killer whale

Orca

Orca

1

2

1

This week, for the first time since the
Iran nuclear deal, President Barack Prime Minister of Israel
Benjamin Netanyahu
Obama met with which leader?
This week, Seaworld San
Diego announced it was
putting an end to its famous
shows featuring what animal?

Killer whale, or orca
Weekly Scores

2

14
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SPORTS
EDITORS: JESS KUSHER
and NOAH NASH

SCOREBOARD
FOOTBALL

MEN’S SOCCER

NOV. 14

at

DENISON UNIVERSITY

GRANVILLE, OHIO
L 30-17

vs

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

GAMBIER, OHIO
W 1-1, 4-2 (PK)

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

MEN’S BASKETBALL

NOV. 15

NOV. 17

at

NOV. 17

MIAMI UNIVERSITY

at

OXFORD, OHIO
L 68-47

MUSKINGUM UNIVERSITY

NEW CONCORD, OHIO
W 66-62

Lords triumph, Ladies fall in home meet against Big Red
JESS KUSHER
SPORTS EDITOR

Red and purple jerseys accompanied the singsong of cheering voices
that echoed off the azure waters of
Kenyon’s pool on Saturday.
The Jim A. Steen Aquatics Center
was abuzz as the Lords and Ladies
of Kenyon’s swimming and diving
program took on long-standing rival
Denison in a home meet. The Lords
beat the Big Red 196-104, while the
Ladies lost 150.5-149.5.
Leading the men’s team was Ryan
Funk ’16, who finished first in both
the 50-yard freestyle and 100-yard
butterfly events, and also swam legs
on the first-place 200-yard medley
and 200-yard freestyle relay teams.
“I had one of the better dual meets
I’ve had at Kenyon,” said Funk, who
was named North Coast Athletic
Conference (NCAC) swimmer of the
week for his performance. “You can
see that across the board.”
The Lords won a total of 13 events
at the meet, including 10 individual
top finishes, while Dension went
home with the top two men’s diving spots and the top 200-yard backstroke finish.
On the Ladies’ side, Saturday’s
meet ended in a narrow loss. After
a day of strong swims, diver Maria
Zarka’s ’16 score was wrongly entered, resulting in a disappointing
15-point loss for the team. Head
Coach Jess Book ’01 wrote in an
email to the Collegian that Zarka’s
score “was entered as 2.76, which
moved her to last.”
Though the records have since
been corrected to reflect Zarka’s
score of 276, the Ladies still ended up
placing a point behind the Big Red.
“We lost a close meet,” Book wrote.

JESS KUSHER | COLLEGIAN

The Kenyon Lords and Ladies gather around Ryan Funk ’16 at their home meet against Denison at Saturday, in which the Lords won 13 of 16 events.

“

It would be nice to say they got off on a technicality, but it doesn’t matter in the end.”

Mariah Williamson ’16

Swimmers like Mariah Williamson ’16 agree. “It would be nice to say
they got off on a technicality,” Williamson said, “but it doesn’t matter
in the end.”
Williamson led the Ladies with a
win in the 1,000-yard freestyle and a
second-place finish in the 500-yard
freestyle event. Other wins included the 200-yard freestyle, 200-yard
backstroke and 400-yard individual
medley, by first years Abby Wilson,
Caitlyn Foley and Marysol Arce, re-

spectively.
“It can be a little scary sometimes,” Williamson said, noting the
competition represented the first real
meet for many first years. “I think we
did a good job of staying cool.”
On the dive team, Zarka was
joined by five new divers, including
four first years — all of whom, aside
from Zarka, were trumped by Denison.
Andy Scott, who has been Kenyon’s diving coach for five seasons,

noted the weekend’s meet marked a
time of growth for the team.
At a recent meet at The Ohio
State University, Scott handed his
divers acorns, telling them that with
time they, too, would blossom into
something amazing. After this meet,
he said, the acorns are starting to
sprout. “I’m seeing some seedlings,”
Scott said. “So we’ve just got to keep
nurturing and I think we’ll be all
right.”
Book was also pleased with the

final results. “The marching orders
were erased,” Book said about the
team’s focus. “We hoped to compete
to be engaged from the first stroke to
the last stroke — and overall, I think
we did a very good job of that.”
Now Book hopes to step it up a
notch and start focusing on racing
more tactically. “That is one of the
intricacies of our sport,” Book wrote.
“This is merely a fun meet along the
way, and I hope it leaves our team
hungry for more.”

Huge 4th quarter propels Ladies past Muskingum
NOAH NASH
SPORTS EDITOR

COURTESY OF KENYON ATHLETICS

Bailey Dominguez ’17 takes a shot on the
basket in a game last season.

Ladies basketball (1-0) began its season
with a comeback victory over the Muskingum University Muskies (New Concord,
Ohio) on the road Tuesday night. While the
Ladies scored only 34 points through the
first three quarters, the offense erupted for
32 points in the final quarter to down the
Muskies 66-62.
The Ladies got off to a quick start in the
first quarter, making three of their first four
shots to jump out to a 6-0 lead. Muskingum
immediately struck back, scoring 12 straight
points. Despite a late run, the Ladies finished
the quarter down 14-10 to the Muskies.
Muskingum built on its momentum in
the second quarter, scoring 10 straight points
after a pair of Kenyon free throws to double
up the Ladies 24-12. The Ladies ended the
quarter on a 12-5 run to cut the Muskingum
lead to just five points, but finished the first
half trailing 29-24. Muskingum extended
their lead to 41-34 during the third quarter,

and appeared to be en route to securing their
first victory of the season.
Having weathered the challenges of the
first three quarters, the Ladies began the
fourth quarter with a scoring binge. Muskingum began the fourth quarter by extending its lead to double digits, 48-37, but Lane
Davis ’19 cut the lead to eight by drawing
a foul on a successful layup and completing the three-point play. After Muskingum
made a 3-pointer to take its lead back to 11,
Ladies guard Miranda Diesz ’17 responded
with a 3-pointer of her own to trim the lead
back to 8.
Diesz’s 3-pointer appeared to spark the
Ladies’ offense, as the team then stormed
back with 11 straight points, including a
3-pointer by junior guard Sidney Cera, to
take a three-point lead. The lead was the
Ladies’ first since their 6-0 lead early in the
first quarter. Muskingum responded with a
3-pointer to tie the game, but the Ladies finished the game on a 12-8 run to claim their
first win of the season.
Several Ladies had standout perfor-

mances in the victory. Forward Bailey
Dominguez ’17 filled up the box score with
21 points, 14 rebounds, and four 3-pointers
in 33 minutes. Dominguez played a critical
role in the Ladies’ late rally, scoring 13 of her
21 points in the fourth quarter. Lane Davis
’19 scored just five points in the win but was
huge on the boards, grabbing five offensive
and five defensive rebounds. While the Ladies shot just 27.7 percent from the floor,
they out-rebounded Muskingum 54-39 and
grabbed 20 offensive rebounds, leading to
plenty of second-chance opportunities.
Ladies Head Coach Suzanne Helfant was
thrilled with how the team performed in its
first game of the year. “We lost a lot of close
games last year and I believe this win points
to our improved mental toughness in pressure situations,” Helfant said. “We talk endlessly about the fact that winners adjust and
we were able to do that last night.”
The Ladies play tomorrow at 5 p.m.
against Olivet College (Bourbonnais, Ill.).
The team is scheduled to play four more
games over Thanksgiving break.
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Home wins send Lords soccer to sweet 16 of NCAA tourney
After beating Westminster College and UChicago last weekend, the Lords are slated to play Tufts University on Friday.
PETER DOLA
STAFF WRITER

How sweet it is.
The Lords won their first- and
second-round matches in the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) tournament last weekend over Westminster College (New
Wilmington, Pa.) and the University of Chicago. Facing the Westminster Titans, the Lords scored a
late 1-0 winner to advance to play
the Chicago Maroons. In the round
of 32 against Chicago, the Lords
were forced to fight from behind,
attempting to recover from a weak
first half and eventually pushing the
game into penalty kicks, which Kenyon won 4-2.
During the first half of the Westminster game, Kenyon dominated
its opponents on offense, taking
eight shots total to the Titans’ zero.
Despite taking so many shots, few of
them were quality opportunities; the
Titans’ defense stayed compact and
the keeper stayed on his toes, minimizing the Lords’ shots on target
and coming up with two saves in the
first half. The second half brought
more of the same for the Lords, who
kept high pressure on the Westminster defense, firing nine shots to the
Titans’ one. The Lords’ persistence
finally paid off in the 86th minute,
when Henry Myers ’18 headed home
a cross by Dalton Eudy ’17, giving
the Lords a 1-0 win and a secondround match against the UChicago
Maroons.
Chicago tested the Lords, capitalizing on a missed clearance by keeper Sam Clougher ’17 in the first half

COURTESY OF KENYON ATHLETICS

The Lords celebrated with fans Sunday after defeating UChicago in penalty kicks.
and tucking the ball into the net,
taking the lead in the ninth minute. The first half was not the usual
Lords soccer, with the home team
getting outshot 9-4 by Chicago and
giving up a number of decent chances to score.
The first half served as a wakeup
call for the Lords, who calmed down
and dominated the second half, taking 10 shots to Chicago’s one. The
tying goal for the Lords came in
the 57th minute when forward Tony
Amolo ’17 headed home a cross from
Jeremiah Barnes ’16. Despite many

other chances, Kenyon and Chicago
found themselves fighting for survival in overtime, taking four shots
each but not finding the back of the
net. After the two overtime periods
proved fruitless for both teams, the
game proceeded to penalty kicks.
After Chicago made its first shot,
Amolo again tied the score, firing
his ball past the Chicago goalie.
“I knew that the lads we had taking them would give us a chance,”
Clougher said of the penalty kick
shootout, “which meant all I had to
do was guess right once.” He guessed

right more than once, saving two of
the next three shots.
The first save came on a shot
taken by Chicago’s Andre Abedian, with Clougher diving low to the
left and def lecting the ball away.
Clougher then came up huge with
a second save, diving to his left and
barely hitting the ball enough to def lect it off the crossbar and out. Between these saves, Oliver Wynn ’18
and Barnes scored their respective
shots to give the Lords a 3-2 lead.
Eudy held the fate of the game in
his hands as he took the long walk
from half-field to the penalty spot.
“When I saw Sam save the penalty
before me, I knew my penalty would
win the game,” Eudy said. “Although
I was a bit nervous because my parents were in the stands watching, I
had all the confidence in myself that
I would make my penalty and win
the game.” The pressure failed to get
the best of Eudy, who knocked the
ball past the keeper into the right
side of the net, propelling the Lords
into the next round.
After the win, the Lords sprinted to the sidelines and celebrated
with their screaming fans and classmates. “There’s something special
about knowing how much people in
this school care about us,” Clougher
said. “And Sunday was the pinnacle
of that. I know hearing cheers that
loud after every goal or every save
got us through on Sunday.”
With the wins the Lords clinched
their third-straight sweet 16 appearance, and will face last year’s NCAA
champion Tufts University (Medford, Mass.) Friday at 11 a.m. on
Mavec Field.

Football drops final game of the season to Denison 30-17
The Lords scored a pair of touchdowns against their conference rival, but failed to convert several scoring opportunities.
NOAH GURZENSKI
STAFF WRITER

Kenyon football (2-8, 2-7
NCAC) fell to Denison University’s Big Red (7-3, 6-3) 30-17 on
Saturday in the final game of the
2015 season for both teams. The
Lords hung tough against their
bitter conference rival, but ultimately put themselves out of the
game by failing to come away
with points on two critical trips
to the red zone.
On Denison’s first offensive
play from scrimmage, Tommy Pridemore ’19 brought the
Lords’ sideline to life when he
intercepted a pass from Denison
quarterback Canaan Gebele, returning the ball all the way to
the Denison seven-yard line.
Much to the Lords’ chagrin, officials waved off the interception
and gave the ball back to Denison, ruling that Kenyon was offsides on the play. On the very
next snap, Gebele dealt a debilitating blow to the Lords, unleashing a 58-yard pass to wide
receiver Dushawn Brown for the
touchdown.
Denison’s offense continued

to press on their next two possessions, driving into the red
zone each time. Kenyon’s defense stood up to the challenge
and held Denison to just a field
goal on both occasions such that
the Big Red led the Lords 13-0
after one quarter.
Starting their first drive of the
second quarter at midfield, the
Lords worked their way down
to the red zone. Facing a second-and-nine from the 12-yard
line, Brian Hunca ’17 appeared
to catch a touchdown pass from
Jake Bates ’16 to get Kenyon on
the scoreboard. However, the officials claimed Hunca bobbled
the ball before falling out of
bounds and ruled there was no
catch on the play. Unable to find
the endzone on their next two
plays, the Lords had to settle for
three points, as Szabi Simo ’17
connected on the 29-yard field
goal attempt to make the score
13-3.
Kenyon started with excellent field position on their next
drive as well, after Nick LaPoint
’16 got a piece of a Denison
punt, which Curt Williams ’18
returned to the Denison 38-yard

“

There’s like 20 different categories where we improved and some of those are
super drastic. This year, again, was about improvement, and next year it has got to be
about results.”
Chris Monfiletto, head coach

line. This time, the Lords would
not be denied, as Bates hit John
Clark ’18 with a five-yard touchdown pass off a play-action fake,
making the score 13-10.
Denison responded on their
ensuing possession, however,
extending their lead to 20-10
when Big Red quarterback Gebele hit tight-end Cam Layer
with a five-yard touchdown pass
with just over 30 seconds left in
the half.
After receiving the secondhalf kickoff, Denison made the
score 23-10 via a 42-yard field
goal.
Intent on making it a onescore game, the Lords drove
deep into Denison territory on
their next possession. Facing a
fourth-and-three from the Denison 11-yard line, Kenyon successfully executed a fake field
goal in which Pridemore picked

up the necessary three yards to
give the Lords a first-and-goal
from the eight-yard line. Despite
the favorable field position, the
Lords could not get in the end
zone in four plays, and an incomplete pass on fourth down
gave the ball back to Denison.
On their first possession of
the fourth quarter, with the
score still 23-10, Kenyon drove
72 yards in three plays to give
themselves a first-and-goal from
the Denison seven-yard line.
Once again, the Denison defense
stymied the Kenyon offense, and
the Lords turned the ball over
after yet another unsuccessful
trip inside the red zone.
Starting from their own fiveyard line after taking over on
downs, Denison drove 95 yards
in 11 plays, with Gebele tossing a 20-yard touchdown pass to
make the score 30-10.

Blake Calcei ‘16 came up with
a two-yard touchdown run on
Kenyon’s next possession to cut
Denison’s lead to 13, but it was
too little and too late, and the
Big Red captured their 10th
straight win over the Lords.
Despite finishing the season
with just two wins, Head Coach
Chris Monfiletto said he was
pleased with the strides his team
has made since last year, and is
confident the progress the team
has made will manifest itself in
more wins next season. “There’s
like 20 different categories where
we improved, and some of these
are super drastic,” Monfiletto
said. “So you look at these rankings on the side, and you don’t
see a 2-8 football team; you see
a team that’s better than that. …
This year, again, was about improvement, and next year it has
got to be about results.”
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Forward Ethan Shapiro ’17 attempts to strip the ball from a RedHawk. The Lords, playing against Miami University, dropped to a 9-19 all-time record against the RedHawks.

Lords drop season opener at D-I Miami University
Men’s basketball will play Grove City College and Geneva College in a tournament this coming weekend.
RISHI CHOUBEY
STAFF WRITER

Lord’s basketball (0-1) returned to campus late Tuesday night after a hard-fought
68-47 away loss against Division-I Miami University
(Oxford, Ohio, 1-1). Televised on ESPN3, the Lords
faced the RedHawks in the
latter’s home opener. It was
the first time that the teams
have played against each other since 1982.
Led by Head Coach Dan
Priest, the team began its
season against a tough nonconference rival on the road.
The last time the Lords defeated the RedHawks was in

1924.
From the get-go, Miami’s
length and man-to man defense was hard to breach. The
Lords turned the ball over on
their first two possessions
and did not score for the first
three minutes of the game.
However, the Lords kept up
with their Ohio opponent
through most of the first
half. Seven minutes later, Miami was up only 14-10.
Miami forward Rod Mills,
who led all scorers with 12
points, sparked a 15-0 run
in the first half over a 4:40
stretch that quickly ballooned the lead to double
digits. By halftime, Miami
was up 34-21.

In the end, Bennett Grigull ’18 led the Lords with 11
points and three 3-pointers
on 3-8 shooting; Miami improved to 19-9 in the all-time
series between the RedHawks
and the Lords.
Despite the loss, the team
feels pretty good about their
performance and start to the
season. At lunch the next day,
players sat down and watched
a replay of the game together.
“The general vibe is pretty positive,” point guard and
team co-captain Tim Connolly ’16 said. “They’re obviously the toughest team we
are going to face all season.
The things that made them
different from most Division

III teams was their athleticism and their size, and most
of their length — their arms
were incredibly long. They
would get into the passing
lanes so quickly.”
After the game, Connolly learned that his parents
were watching the game back
home.
“We knew the game was
going to be televised, and
that it would be on ESPN3,”
Connolly said. “But I was
under the impression that
it was only going to be a local thing. I didn’t know that
my parents in San Francisco
could watch the game. My
mom was watching and sent
me pictures. Some of my

friends tuned in and sent pictures of me playing.”
The Lords have three returning starters seeking to
improve on last season’s 7-18
record, including Connolly,
center Brien Comey ’16 and
starting guard Alexander
Powell ’18. Last season Connolly led the team with 14.8
points per game and Comey
led the team in rebounds,
with 6.2 per game.
Kenyon’s road trip will
continue into the weekend
when they will face Grove
City College (Grove City, Pa.)
tomorrow and Geneva College (Beaver Falls, Pa.) on
Saturday in the Geneva College Tournament.

Cross-country has strong individual performances

Lords finish 21st, Ladies 14th at NCAA Great Lakes Regional last weekend in Terre Haute, Ind.
EVAN FRAZIER
STAFF WRITER

Lords and Ladies cross-country
wrapped up their 2015 season over
the weekend, participating in the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) Great Lakes Regional
in Terre Haute, Ind. The men’s team
came away with a 21st-place finish
out of 36 teams in the meet thanks to
strong outings from seniors Sam Lagasse and Nat Fox, who placed 18th
and 49th, respectively. Kyle Rose ’19
also turned in an impressive performance, running a time of 27:55.2 for a
144th-place finish out of 242 runners.
“Overall the team performed very
well, both at regionals and throughout the season,” Rose said after the
meet. “Heading into the champion-

ship race the team was rested and
excited. This translated into some
impressive individual performances
and a great collective effort from the
team.”
On the women’s side, Kenyon
placed 14th overall out of 33 teams
thanks to an impressive performance
from Quinn Harrigan ’19, who came
in 37th overall out of 226 runners
with a time of 23:05.7.
Earlier in the year, Harrigan was
the Ladies’ fastest runner in the
North Coast Athletic Conference
(NCAC) championship meet on Oct.
31, earning all-NCAC honors. Samantha White ’16 and Claire Naughton
’17 also impressed over the weekend,
clocking in at 23:22.6 and 23:25.9, respectively.
“I think the team performed very

“

We will all be working really hard in indoor and outdoor track,
which will serve as a base for next year’s cross-country season. We
are all excited to see what the coming years will bring.”
Quinn Harrigan ’19

well at regionals,” Harrigan said. “We
thought a lot about strategy prior to
the race and applied that strategy very
well. We had a couple of injuries and
physical setbacks that were limiting,
but those will improve with time.”
Rose identified the leadership and
chemistry of the team as one of it’s
greatest strengths. “The resilience of
this team is a testament to the superb
leadership of the senior class and our
captains,” Rose said. “From day one,
they have fostered the atmosphere of
hard work, dedication, and team unity necessary to be successful in this

sport. Their leadership was invaluable and they will be very missed next
year.”
For underclassmen like Harrigan,
the season coming to a close means
turning attention to the future. “Now
we are all taking a short break to rest
our legs and rejuvenate to be ready
for winter track,” she said. “We will
all be working really hard in indoor
and outdoor track, which will serve
as a base for our summer running
in preparation for next year’s crosscountry season. We are all excited to
see what the coming years will bring.”

